
Monday Night Raw – July 4,
1994: Not Much To Celebrate
Monday Night Raw
Date: July 4, 1994
Location: Westchester County Civic Center, White Plains, New
York
Attendance: 3,400
Commentators: Gorilla Monsoon, Randy Savage

This is the last month of 1994 that I have to cover and we are
freshly done with King Of The Ring. That means we now have
King Owen, the King Of Harts, who is still not happy with his
brother Bret. Odds are we will be hearing something from him
as we are on the long road to Summerslam. Let’s get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

Gorilla and Savage are VERY happy that it’s the 4th of July.
They also run down the crowd, though not quite as excitedly.

Tatanka vs. Jeff Jarrett

Tatanka  strikes  away  to  start  and  sends  Jarrett  into  the
corner, followed by a slightly delayed suplex for two. Jarrett
is right back with a takedown into the chinlock, which lasts
as long as the average chinlock. Back up and Tatanka grabs a
Japanese armdrag before grinding away on a headlock. Naturally
Jarrett, an old school heel, claims a pull of the hair and
gets absolutely nowhere by doing so. Lying is bad you see.

Jarrett manages to send him outside for a needed breather so
Tatanka follows, earning some rams into the apron. A good
posting cuts off the comeback attempt and that’s a countout at
6:11. Hold on though as Jarrett doesn’t want it that way and
wants  a  restart.  After  some  insults  to  Randy  Savage  on
commentary, Jarrett gets what he wants and we take a break.
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Back with Jarrett grabbing the chinlock to keep Tatanka in
trouble. Tatanka fights up and grabs a sleeper, only to be
rammed into the buckle for another break. We hit the sleeper
for a good while until Tatanka fights up, leaving Jarrett to
ram  him  into  the  buckle.  That  means  nothing  on  Tatanka
(because stereotype reasons), who is back with a DDT for two.
A top rope chop to the head has Jarrett trying to run off but
Dink of all people stops him. Doink comes out with a bucket to
chase Jarrett back inside, where Tatanka grabs a rollup for
the pin at 16:09.

Rating: C. This got some time and the ending played into the
Doink stuff, but it’s a case where the match is more long than
good. The chinlock and sleeper felt like they were going on
for a rather long time and that didn’t make for the best
match. Jarrett did the “I don’t want a countout” thing for
months on the house shows so it makes sense for him to bring
it to Raw.

Video on Bret Hart defending the WWF Title against the 1-2-3
Kid next week.

It’s time for the King’s Court with Jerry Lawler, whose guest
is  the  1-2-3  Kid  himself.  After  some  jokes  about  how
small/skinny the Kid is, here he is to a rather nice reaction.
Lawler tells the Kid to ignore the fans and tells him to go
win the title because Lawler hates Bret Hart that much. The
Kid praises Bret but Lawler says that’s no attitude to win the
title. Lawler keeps saying to win the title for him but the
Kid says he’s doing it for himself. And that’s about it.

Come to house shows!

Jim Neidhart vs. Gary Scott

Neidhart has Owen Hart with him and launches Scott with an
early backdrop. The chinlock goes on as commentary speaks
about the dangers of Thurman Plugg. The fans want Bret but
have to settle for Neidhart sending him hard into the corner



and biting away. Scott gets tied in the Tree of Woe to keep up
the  beating  and  we  hit  the  chinlock.  Neidhart  sends  him
outside for some yelling from Owen, followed by a powerslam
for the pin at 3:59.

Rating: C-. Neidhart is someone who made sense for the role as
he tied into the whole Hart Family story, but that doesn’t
mean he was exactly interesting. He always had the problem of
being fairly uninteresting without Bret in there with him but
at least he’s something different. Not an interesting squash
here, but at least it gets better when Bret is around.

Duke Droese vs. Mike Sharpe

A trashman vs. a known clean freak. This really just doesn’t
seem fair. Droese slams him down to start but Sharpe actually
gets in some forearms to the back. Back up and Droese gets in
some rams into the corner before elbowing him in the face as
commentary talks about tennis. A big elbow finishes for Droese
at 4:00.

Rating: C. Droese is someone who felt like he could have been
something, or at least something more than what he was here.
It’s a gimmick that is never going to get him anywhere but he
did put the effort into tring something with it. Not much of a
squash, but I’ve always had a soft spot for Droese.

We get the BRET vignette with the kid shouting and then saying
go get em champ. That’s as 90s as you can get, even if it’s
based on something from the 70s.

Fake Undertaker vs. Mike Bell

Ted DiBiase is here with Fake Undertaker, who starts a bit
faster than usual for an Undertaker match. We go through the
slightly complicated managerial history of Undertaker over the
years as he chokes away in the corner and grabs a drop toehold
of all things. Fake drops an elbow and sits up, much to
DiBiase’s delight. Old School sets up more choking and the



Tombstone finishes Bell at 4:01.

Rating: C-. They were in a weird place here as it was pretty
clearly not the same Undertaker yet commentary was acting like
it was really him, which made things rather odd. The match was
the  usual  squash,  but  seeing  someone  who  looks  like  the
Undertaker doing a drop toehold was weird enough. At least
Fake had a good looking Tombstone, which is one of the most
important aspects.

Post match Paul Bearer comes out and Fake seems conflicted.
Post break, DiBiase uses the power of money to calm things
down.

Post another break, Jerry Lawler asks Ted DiBiase to be on the
King’s Court next week and Lawler even offers to do it on
location so DiBiase doesn’t have to be around the people.

Overall Rating: C-. Pretty bleh show here, especially for a
major holiday. Maybe they were punting for a change but other
than Randy Savage’s outfit and a few mentions, you would have
no idea that this was on the 4th of July. The Fake Undertaker
stuff was the big draw and that is hardly must see. That Kid
vs. Hart match does sound good though and we should be in for
a solid one next week.

 

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of
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your wrestling headline needs.
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